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Featured: Lakeside 7-Piece Farmhouse Dining Set in Slate Grey.
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Relaxation, Refined
Shop Adirondacks
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Everything’s Better Alfresco
Shop Dining
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POLYWOOD® Furniture Collections to Suit Your Lifestyle
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Discover the origins of 
POLYWOOD® material.
Let’s do something meaningful for future generations.
- Doug Rassi, Founder & CEO






We're Here for Good

More than 30 years ago, we were the first to create all-weather furniture using recycled plastics. And our mission today remains the same. POLYWOOD is forever furniture, designed to be loved through countless seasons and proudly crafted in America with industry-leading sustainability practices.
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            Sustainability Minded

            Our infinitely recyclable lumber is made from reusable plastics with a zero-waste mindset—right here in the USA—to leave behind the lightest footprint possible.

            See The Process
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            20-Year Warranty

            Our heavy-duty patio furniture won’t splinter, crack, chip, peel, or rot, and is backed with a 20-year warranty on our lumber so you can kick back and relax.

            Read Full Warranty
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            Weatherproof

            Our all-weather patio furniture is built to handle the harshest conditions from hot sun and salt spray, to heavy winds and even blizzards.

            Browse Our Materials
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            Low Maintenance

            Our weather-resistant patio furniture cleans easily with soap and water, and you never need to paint, stain, or waterproof it, saving you time and money. 

            Read Cleaning Tips
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            Color-Stay Technology

            UV inhibitors and stabilizers protect from environmental degradation and, along with light stable pigments, run throughout the lumber so you can enjoy rich color for years to come.

            See More
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Round Out The Room
Shop Coffee Tables & Side Tables
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Sway All Day
Shop Porch Rockers
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 Genuine POLYWOOD Good People, Good for the Planet  
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“We thought long and hard on spending this much for patio furniture. We are so glad we did. This furniture is the best anywhere around. It is heavy, sturdy, strong, and very comfortable. We love it. We would recommend it to anyone.”

Anna

Nautical 31" Bar Table (NCBT31)




	

“I want to thank POLYWOOD for consistent service throughout the entire purchase process. People are friendly and caring, and don't treat you like a number.”

Russ




	

“Love my POLYWOOD rockers and side table! They feel much stronger than wood. Very easy to keep clean. Have had chairs for 2 years, leave outside uncovered all winter and quality and color hasn't changed.”

Jeff & Sherry




	

“Extremely well engineered, easy to assemble and excellent craftsmanship. Well worth the investment.”


J. K.

Palm Coast 5-Piece Bar Set (PWS261-1)




	

“I like the quality and ease of assembly. I like knowing it will look as good 20 years from now as it does today.”

J. A.

Club 4-Piece Deep Seating Set (PWS147-2)




	

“We are proud to entertain friends with this beautiful furniture. It still looks brand new!”

Kim




	

“I live in Vermont with cold cold winters and hot humid summers, so I was skeptical that I could leave this outside all year. My first bench held up so well that I ordered another one.”

Irene

Vineyard 48" Bench (GNB48)




	

“Gorgeous, sturdy, comfortable and not difficult at all to assemble. I'm going to order more!”

Elizabeth

Palm Coast Bar Chair (HND202)




	

“We ordered three bar chairs for the fire table in our outdoor kitchen. They are perfect! Sturdy, comfortable and attractive, just how we hoped they would be. Oh, and easy to assemble.”

Kathy

Palm Coast Bar Chair (HND202)







[image: POLYWOOD production environment]  % Proudly Made in the United States

All POLYWOOD outdoor furniture is built in the USA. Our American-made patio furniture is constructed at our facilities in Syracuse, Indiana, and Roxboro, North Carolina.
learn more







#polywood
Our Furniture. Your Home.



    


 
Share your outdoor style! #polywood
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Nearest Showroom

	Poly-Wood, LLC
(by appointment only)
	1000 POLYWOOD Way
	Syracuse, IN 46567






 Use my location
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